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INTRODUCTION

a brief overview

Northside and South Cumminsville are, two interesting neighborhoods within the City of Cincinnati, 
bordered by the Mill Creek. Traditionally, banded under under the West Side,  they geographically, en-
joy a prime location with The University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati state and the uptown areas towards 
the East across from Mill Creek, Union terminal, Camp Washington and Downtown areas towards the 
South, and extensive open spaces towards the East.

Historically, both neighborhoods existed as one fabric, known as Cumminsville. “Cumminsville was in-
corporated in 1865 and annexed into Cincinnati eight years later. In the early 1900s, growth attracted 
many German Catholics.” 1  Through the years the community also attracted many African-Americans, 
who inhabited the portions towards the south of the community, primarily occupying areas south of 
Follett and Dreeman avenues. Gradually,  the neighborhood of Cumminsville could be seen as separat-
ing into two factions : The African-americans to the south, and the Caucasians to the north. This split 
was then translated,spatially, by the incorporation of the 1-74 which physically broke up Cumminsville 
into North and South Cumminsville. The former came to be known as Northside, the latter retained its 
original name. 

 ^ FIGURE 04
northside and south cumminsville  as they exist today; 
the smalller image is a location map within the context 
of the city of cincinnati, while the larger image shows the 

boundaries of these areas, split by I-75.

< FIGURE 05
the unified neighborhood of “cumminsville” represented 
with historical imagery which showcases the absence of 
I-75. source: historicalimages.net

northside

south
cummins

ville
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INTRODUCTION

 ^ IMAGES OF NORTHSIDE
the images above show the character of northside and several of its amenities. the area boasts a range of 
services and recreation opportunities, pedestrian linkages, eateries, and retail opportunities. its housing 

stock is unique, affordable, and in overall good condition.
image source: all pictures are original images taken for the sake of this project 

the community of northside

Today, Northside is a thriving community, sited north of the Interstate-74. Its western edge is dotted 
with industrial developments, with the Mill Creek beyond. Enveloped between two of the cities’ major 
open spaces-  Mt. Airy Forest and the Spring grove cemetery- Northside is home to a diverse, albeit 
primarily Caucasian community. Hamilton Avenue, that cuts through it, forms its primary spine and 
business district. It boasts a plethora of cafes, restaurants, galleries and other retail outfits. Beyond 
Hamilton, the neighborhood has a housing stock which is, for most part, in great shape.  The commu-
nity is pedestrian friendly, and has many facilities which comprise its social capital such as recreational 
parks, a library etc.

“With a unique blend of classic homes, eclectic and traditional businesses and entertainment venues, 
and a long tradition of community activism, Northside is the place to be for those who want an urban 
environment, yet also want to connect with their neighbors just as if they lived in a small town.”  2 
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INTRODUCTION

the neighborhood of south cumminsville

IMAGES OF S. CUMMINSVILLE >
these images illustrate the char-
acter of south cumminsville as 
oppossed to northside. these 
neighborhoods juxtaposed, any 
observer realizes the profound 
impact that the development of 
I-75 actually had on this neigh-
borhood. this large barrier has 
created a much more economical-
ly, socially, and environmentally 
depressed urban area that lacks 
an overall identity and desper-
ately yearns for cohesion with its 

northern counterpart.

image sources: original images taken by group 
members for the sake of this project.

South Cumminsville, on the other hand, forms the comparitively more ignored part of the area once 
deemed “Cumminsville.” It exists as a predominantly African American neighborhood, a factor induced 
more so by the opening of the Millvale Apartments (a public housing development) in the 1950s. De-
mographically, the major cross-sections based on age show that the majority of the population is ei-
ther between the ages of 0-13 and 21-29 (Cincinnati Census Data). Average households incomes are 
below $10,000, which highlights this area to be an economically impoverished neighborhood.  Formal-
ly, South Cumminsville is interesting for multiple reasons. It is a fairly spread-out neighborhood, with a 
diverse array of ample green spaces. Beekman Avenue divides the residential fabric from the industrial 
belt which forms a dominant edge to the community, sitting as it does between the Mill Creek and the 
residences. The industrial fabric probably once enjoyed a prime location due to its proximity to the Mill 
Creek and the railway lines, which allowed freight to be easily moved to and from the area. In the last  
few decades, the industrial belt (which houses many modernist-period structures) has seen extreme 
amounts of abandonment and subsequent blight. Suprisingly, the housing stock, although sparse, is in 
fairly decent condition. However, there exist few amenities, which forces the residents of South Cum-
minsville to depend on other neighborhoods for most of its basic necessities.
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VISION

 ^ FIGURE 01
an illustrative representation of our plan’s intended scales of influence;

although we will orient our focus primarily on the scales of the neighbor-
hood and community, we will also consider the proposal’s implications  

within a larger context.

framework vision: intended scales of influence

our framework vision

Our framework initiative is a concerted effort to effectively establish the neighborhoods of Northside 
and South Cumminsville as livable, vibrant, and resilient urban areas. Our vision integrates a myriad of 
dynamic strategies that ultimately aim to provide fundamental guidelines for the creation of an urban 
context that is characterized by the lowest environmental impact and highest economic and social 
resiliency possible.

By formulating strategies that aim to balance the delicate interplay of land usage, economic viabil-
ity, transportation, movement, infrastructure, open spaces, social interaction, community identity, 
and sustainable measures, the urban framework plan asserts an urban area with a low environmen-
tal footprint and stable, long-term implications for economic stability and social engagement. Such 
strategies aspire to establish the urban realm as one that is resource efficient—economically, socially, 
and environmentally—by providing diverse, interconnected open space networks, housing balanced 
multi-modal transit opportunities, engaging residents and users in order to promote well-being and a 
rich experiential existence, and establishing standards for the management and reuse of local energy 
and wastewater.  These concepts lie at the core of our ultimate vision for the study area; more detailed 
information regarding specific strategies and goals for implementation are illustrated throughout the 
following pages.
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VISION

 ^ FIGURE 02
our framework plan’s unifying ele-
ment: the formation of an experi-
ential & pedestrian oriented link-

age between northside and south 
cumminsville. 

 < FIGURE 03
our framework plan’s central initiative: 
finding a balance between environ-
mental, social, and economic aspects 
of the urban realm in order to enhance 
sense of place and create viable neigh-
borhoods for users and residents.

framework vision: enhanced inter-urban links

framework vision: the “triple bottom line”
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GOALS & STRATEGIES

1. Enhance Business district for South Cumminsville.

2. Retain small scale businesses while developing mid-scale green businesses.

3. Encourage economic emancipation through urban farming initiatives.

4. Regenerate existing industrial belt. 

1. Use vacant buildings to introduce amenities such as grocery stores, pharmacies etc.

2. Chart and implement tax-based incentives and design guidelines. 

3. Creat dedicated, shared green spaces to allow for community participation.

4. Retrofit and rehabitate old industrial shells to allow for both local uses and conversion into usable 
space.

1. Use the vacant zone, currently bound by I-74, Elmore, Dreeman, Dirr street to establish a neighbor-
hood level grocery.

2. Distinguish, on the basis of proposed land use  diagrams, occupiable zones for each  kind of use.

3. Use sections along the Mill-Creek, as well as the regenerated Vandalia avenue.

4. Retrofit the abandoned Fox Factory, Gilbert Machine tools Co. as an example.

KEY CONCEPT : ENCOURAGE THE GROWTH OF AGRO-BASED ECOLOGICAL INDUSTRIAL PARKS

economic development
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KEY CONCEPT : ENCOURAGE THE REGENERATION OF VANDALIA  AVENUE AS AN EXPERIENTIAL CORRIDOR
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GOALS & STRATEGIES

1. Enhance Business district for South Cumminsville.

2. Retain small scale businesses while developing mid-scale green businesses.

3. Encourage economic emancipation through urban farming initiatives.

4. Regenerate existing industrial belt. 

neighborhood & social development
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1. Increase the communication, access and reciprocity between Northside and South Cumminsville.

2. Develop an identity for South Cumminsville, without emanting Northside’s.

3. Develop spaces that would foster networks and increase the social capital.
 
4. Enhance existing opportunities for community interaction and neighborhood engagement.

1.Create a pedestrian friendly mode of communication between Northside and South Cumminsville.

2. Incorporate functions that enhance the character of the place without overwhelming it,  keeping 
the scale local.

3. Identify green parcels and the manner in which they form important spaces within the neighbor-
hood 

4. Enhance gateways and existing green spaces to attract useage from not only residents, but also 
users from the larger context of the city.

1. Regenerate and develop Vandalia Avenue, an abandoned and currently vacant railway line.

2. Allow Vandalia to have a mixed use function: arts corridor, as well as using urban farming aestheti-
cally.

3.  Develop programmed parks and spaces within South Cumminsville which have different uses: 
farming, aesthetic, recreation.

4. Regenerate existing industrial belt. 

KEY CONCEPT : ENCOURAGE THE REGENERATION OF VANDALIA  AVENUE AS AN EXPERIENTIAL CORRIDOR
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GOALS & STRATEGIES

KEY CONCEPT : ENCOURAGE  AND ENHANCE THE MILL CREEK RESTORATION PROJECT 

1. Develop the Mill Creek in a way so as to sustain and improve a healtier lifestyle.

2. Implement strategies toward water conservation.

3. Encourage biodiversity. 

4. Sustain and mediate the micro-climate.

1.The Millcreek restoration program is being developed as a greenway, which should be made more 
accessible.

2. Encourage rain water harvesting through tax-based incentives. Additionally, set up local educational 
programs to list benefits. 
 
 3. Identify green parcels, maintain them as local preserves.

4. Encourage more green spaces, reduce heat island effect.

1. Develop the bike trail along Vandalia avenue, and tie it back into the Mill Creek trail.

2. Channel water to rain barrels, and to Mill Creek green spaces, from where collected water can be uti-
lized for maintain green spaces

3.  Allow only green industries within the area, which have minimal waste, and a minimal effect on the 
environment.

4. Implement guidelines where all paved/asphalted surfaces have some kind of tree cover.

ecological development
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GOALS & STRATEGIES

1.Increase connectivity for Northside

2. Increase connectivity between Northside and South Cumminsville

3 Accomodate bus routes & frieght traffic.

4. Encourage street car and light rail

KEY CONCEPT : ENCOURAGE THE REGENERATION OF VANDALIA  AVENUE AS A CONNECTOR

1.Determine alternatve to current exit off I-75

2. Determine a dedicated route between the two communities

3. Identify an integral point from which buses can take different routes and serve both communities

4. Freight lines already exist which serve the industrial belt

5. Make provisions for Vandalia to be used as a light rail corridor

1. The new I-74 interchange acts as a better point of distribution. 

2. Design Vandalia as pedestrian, bicycle friendly route, with important nodes on it.

3.  Use the major node on Hamilton as a transit hub, from which buses connect to Hamilton Ave and 
Beekman via Spring Grove. 

4. Add a buffer between the freight traffic and the community by incorporating a greenway
 
5. The central spine of Vandalia can lowered and designed to carry light rail traffic, with an overhead 
avenue for pedestrians/bicycles.

transport infrastructure improvement
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RATIONALE

From our study of the site, we discerned a somewhat triangular relationship. Primarily, three zone are 
created: Northside, South Cumminsville and the Mill Creek. Once integrated and extremely interde-
pendent, the three zones now share an ambiguous relationship, and lack any kind of contiguity either 
between themselves, or with the city at large. 

While Northside exists as a fairly consolidated neighborhood, South Cumminsville is equally fragment-
ed. The former, which enjoys a certain status and an identifiable character (“bohemian”) within the 
city of Cincinnati and even outside, is a self contained community, almost enclave-ish in nature. South 
Cumminsville, on the other hand, enjoys no such luxury, and is both socially and economically seg-
regated. An impoverished neighborhood, it lacks many of the basic necessities, that other neighbor-
hoods across the city typically enjoy. For example: There is no large grocery store, or any kind of iden-
tifiable major retail outfit within its (imagined) boundaries. Residents usually depend on Northside, or 
other neighborhoods for their amenities. Additionally, there are very few employment opportunities 
within this zone. As per the GO Cincinnati report, there is a proposal to regenerate the Mill Creek, owing 
to the availability of freight lines, as a large scale  Green Industrial Zone. While this will increase employ-
ment opportunities, we argue that it may still prove detrimental to the social, economic and ecological 
concerns. In the first place, it will only create a certain kind of labor, which will not be skilled labor. This 
may arise out of the stereotyping, as well as, the fact that people who are employed from within the 
neighborhood may not be educated to a college level. Secondly, it will destroy the current fabric which 
is a healthy balance of built-open mass. The repercussions may result in a population explosion within 
that particular area, as well as gentrification. Ecologically, as well, the balance that currently exists will 
be destroyed, in spite of it being Green industries. 

To counter this, we propose, the green initiative be retained, but the industries introduced primarily 
occupy spaces that are currently vacant/ abandoned, and be engaged with the community as well as 
retaining the character of the place. Additionally, we encourage agro-based ecological industrial parks, 
which will then share a mutual interdependce with the communities proposed urban farming initia-
tives, wherein, locals can be educated, trained and work as skilled labor. The impetus for promoting lo-
cal employment generation, is supported, by the community members desires to have more employ-
ment opportunities within the area, which can be accessed easily. While, there are already instances of 
urban farming on the site, there were also suggestions of developing a hotel so that the local people 
could be employed there. We have chosen not to address this concern through a direct translation, as 
we felt, that within a larger picture, this may not be feasible. However, we do mark out spaces where 
this is possible, but focus more on employment through the agro EIPs – urban farming. 

keywords :community districts, mixed-use, housing, urban agriculture, commercial viability

concept development
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RATIONALE

To counter this, we propose, the green initiative be retained, but the industries introduced primarily 
occupy spaces that are currently vacant/ abandoned, and be engaged with the community as well as 
retaining the character of the place. Additionally, we encourage agro-based ecological industrial parks, 
which will then share a mutual interdependence with the communities proposed urban farming initia-
tives, wherein, locals can be educated, trained and work as skilled labor. The impetus for promoting lo-
cal employment generation, is supported, by the community members desires to have more employ-
ment opportunities within the area, which can be accessed easily. While, there are already instances of 
urban farming on the site, there were also suggestions of developing a hotel so that the local people 
could be employed there. We have chosen not to address this concern through a direct translation, as 
we felt, that within a larger picture, this may not be feasible. However, we do mark out spaces where 
this is possible, but focus more on employment through the agro EIPs – urban farming. 

-Re-establish South Cumminsville’s 
Neighborhood Business District
-Address resident concerns regard-
ing lack of amenities, retail, jobs;

-Enhance Northside’s business dis-
trict by creating infill development 
-Protect existing small business 
owners and attract new investors 
through tax incentives;

-Capitalize upon proposed neigh-
borhood improvements in order to 
create new opportunities for em-
ployment and investment;

-Establish a strong identity for the 
area that attracts people and in-
vestment from the surrounding re-
gion.
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RATIONALE

An over-arching concern for the South Cumminsville community was a lack of easy access to North-
side, as well, as an identity of their own. The caveat is, though they desire to be recognized as a com-
munity, just as Northside is, they do not want to be Northside. To this effect, we propose the regen-
eration of Vandalia Avenue as a mediator between the two communities, enhancing the character 
of each, without engulfing either. Vandalia, and erstwhile railway line, is approximately 80 feet wide, 
and runs through open, residential and commercial fabric. It is envisaged as a pedestrian and bicyle-
friendly street enveloped by a green corridor-which may be used for farming- on the sides. Different 
prototypes have been proposed for ‘moments’ on the corridor where it interacts with different kind of 
land uses. It is also envisaged in such a manner, so as to provide for the change in character as a light 
rail avenue, which is still experiential, and may be multi-modal. 

-Expand sidewalk areas along Hamilton Avenue 
(wherever possible) 

-Coordinate pedestrian and bike routes with 
sheltered bus stops;

-Coordinate public transit system stops with 
parking facilities;

-Integrate wayfinding systems with the circula-
tions systems;

-Provide energy-efficient lighting along the 
transit system;

-Create an experiential, pedestrian-oriented 
linkage between Northside and South Cum-
minsville; 

-Incorporate surface color and paving that aim 
to calm traffic and orient pedestrians;

-Enhance the streetscape and other existing fea-
tures of the urban form;

-Provide outdoor bicycle storage facilities that 
are well-designed and well-incorporated into 
the urban fabric.
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RATIONALE

Mt.Airy and Spring Grove cemetery form large green parcels on the periphery of the site, which are 
city-scale spaces. Northside too, incorporates within its body many small neighborhood scale parks. 
Interestingl, as we learned from the South Cumminsville community members, their parks which are 
larger and programmed for sports, draw members from both communities. While there is a general 
air of satisfaction about this, there is still a request for more laid back recreational green spaces within 
which familial units can engage as a whole. In this regard, the mill creek restoration project becomes 
important. Already underway, a bike trail is being developed alongside the mill creek, and there is a 
substantial amount of investment in cleaning-up of its waters as well as maintaining its bio-diversity. 
In the portion of the project, which touches northside-south Cumminsville, the bike trail is the major 
intervention. We propose the using of the substantial green stretch between the mill creek and the 
erstwhile industrial belt, as a space for  ground water recharging as well as harvesting. The space could 
be utilized in pockets for farming of flowersm giving it an aesthetic content, as well as have activities 
for families, such as fishing or canoeing. 

The Mill Creek watershed is shown in the 
graphic to the right shows the location and 
scale of watersheds in the area. It also dis-
plays the proposed bike trail along the Mill 
Creek which was done by the Mill Creek Res-
toration Project. 

WATERSHEDS

BIKE TRAIL
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RATIONALE

Currently the first exit for I-74 West directs traffic to Colerain Avenue in Northside.  The current road 
conditions are below the desired conditions of the City of Cincinnati and ODOT.  The existing inter-
change is far from modern and leaves many commuters driving through residential communities to 
reach their destination.  The current interchange also leaves South Cumminsville inaccessible.  The 
proposed interchange and improvements will alleviate these problems by granting easier access to 
Colerain Avenue, Northside and South Cumminsville by encompassing functional intersections to al-
low vehicles to disperse in an efficient and safe manner.  With the proposed interchange being farther 
west than the current interchange the proposed greenbelt will be able to cross Colerain Avenue with 
less hassle because the majority of the vehicular traffic will be entering Colerain Avenue farther west.  

Additionally, to effectively establish the neighborhoods of Northside and South Cumminsville as liv-
able urban areas, walk-ability and bike-ability are essential.  Three main pedestrian crossings are being 
considered.  The first is a raised crosswalk.  Raised cross walks are primarily used for low volume roads.  
This will lower the speed of vehicles 
and make pedestrians more visible 
by raised the walking elevation by 
approximately six inches.  The sec-
ond pedestrian crossings, lighted 
crosswalks, are used for higher traf-
fic volume areas.  The lighted cross-
walks will light up when being used 
to notify the vehicles of pedestrians.  
The third pedestrian crossing will 
be a shared bridge for bicycles and 
pedestrians.  This bridge would be 
used for crossing I-74.  The bridge 
would large enough to have two 
five foot wide bike lanes and have a 
walking path.

http://www.i75millcreekexpressway.com/
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RATIONALE

image source: city-transit.net

Furthermore, the Federal Highway Administration under the US Department of transportation, has in-
stituted a program under which monies will be available to communities through ciciv agencies which 
reduce their vehicular dependence. This impetus comes out a direct co-relationship between rising 
fuel prices as well as a looming concern for ecology. The Federal Highway Administration (henceforth, 
FHWA) is working with various agencies such as the Office of Natural and Human environment, Of-
fice of Safety Design, Office of Safety Research and Development as well as Office of Safety Programs 
to ensure the success of this program. Marin County, CA; Columbia, MO; Sheboygan County, WI; and 
Minneapolis-St Paul, MN have already received up to 25 million US dollars in aid towards constructing 
a system of bicycle and pedestrian facilities to increase mode share for walking and bicycling. The aim 
is essentially to encourage non-motorized modes of transport, improve environmental conditions on 
a local and national scale, process improvements, and institute educational and training programs 
amongst many others. Interestingly, they are also implementing a Small Business Innovation Research  
Program to “develop and evaluate Public Rights-of-way assessment instrumentation that can quick-
ly measure and record objective information about sidewalks, street crossings and other elements” 
(FHWA,2009). There is also a great impetus to develop public recreational trails.
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RATIONALE

The city of Cincinnati Metropolitan Sewer District (MSD) is currently under a “Consent Decree” man-
date from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). This mandate states that all of the Combined 
Sewer Overflow’s (CSO’s) shall be completely remediated, within the city limits, by the year 2022. A 
combined sewer overflow is the result of the out-dated sewer network, combining sanitary sewer lines 
with storm water sewer lines, having insufficient capacity during rainfall events; in which case some 
sewer lines have an overflow mechanism allowing them to by-pass treatment and dump directly into 
a near by creek or river, reducing the volume being delivered to the waste-water treatment plant. The 
by-pass mechanisms may have been publicly accepted at the date of their installation, but are no lon-
ger in compliance with the updated EPA regulations. 

The Northside and South Cumminsville communities are key players in the battle to rid the city of 
its CSO problem as they are a last stop for water collection in pipes prior to overflowing into the Mill 
Creek, a body of water known to contain 59 CSO’s per the MSD website [1].  Rain water harvesting not 
only helps community residents by providing them with a means for watering crops and gardens, but 
will also reduce the volume of water flowing into the streets and therefore into the sewers. Eliminating 
the active sewer overflows into the Mill Creek will allow these communities to take advantage of the 
natural water ways and improve the aesthetics of the body of water. 

http://www.msdgc.org/wetweather/why_do_sewers_overflow.htmActive Sewer Overflow- http://www.msdgc.org/overflows/resources.htm
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FRAMEWORK PLAN

The framework plan has been generated through a discussion with stakeholders, a series of concerns 
noted on site, as well as in an endeavor to address the triple bottom line of sustainablity: economic, 
social and ecological. 

With Regards to Land Use: The consolidated character of Northside has been maintained, without 
making drastic changes to its residential fabric. The only change we anticipate, is the introduction of 
the new I-74 interchange besides the cemetery. Keeping Vandalia as a separator, industrial land use 
has been contained, for most part, to the east of Vandalia. Given that the suggested industrial develop-
ment centers around Agro-EIPs,  and access to the Mill Creek is encouraged as a more democratic use 
of natural resources. A Landscaped greenway is suggested for the entire length of the mill creek bor-
dering the two neighborhoods and beyond their limits, this serves as an indirect or passive connector 
between the two communities.
The residential character of South Cumminsville has also been maintained, with minimal intervention. 
However since, the industrial belt that borders this community is afflicted with blight and is far more 
vacant, its restoration through retro-fitting has been suggested. Certain zones within this have been 
ear-marked for ccommercial uses, owing to their demands by the community, For example, the space 
occupied by the erstwhile trucking company as well as certain segments along Beekman Avenue, en-
veloped by Vandalia on both sides.

The Regeneration of Vandalia: In the absence of any kind of direct and easy route between the two 
communities split by the I-74, Vandalia has been envisaged as a greenway, with pedestrian and bi-
cycle routes connecting the two communities. Imagined as an experiential corridor, which also cre-
ates access to the mill creek bike trails, thus encouraging a longer route., which  may continue all the 
way down to the CBD. Given the width of Vandalia, and how it cuts across the communities, we also 
propose using the length of it for urban farming, which can be done in an aesthetic manner, adding 
to it phenomenological qualities. since Vandalia is cut across by other streets as well as other kind of 
functions : residential, commercial, industrial, various prototypes are suggested to facilitate this inter-
facing. Lastly, we also explore the option of Vandalia incorporating a light rail or street car system as it 
once had, thus making it easier for the people of both communities to go in-between them, as well as 
connect up to the city at large.

Enhancement of Traffic Systems: After several discussion, we have chosen to abide and incorpo-
rate the new I-74 interchange. We see this as eventually beneficial for a multitude of reasons. For one, 
though Northside has lobbied to have an exit open directly onto it, we do believe that this would 
create a lot of thoroughfare. By locating the new interchange in its proposed position, traffic can be 
disseminated far more equitably into both communities, with need-based access. On the other hand, 
once the new interchange is in place, the old one would be demolished, clearing up space, through 
which Vandalia can run as a connector, and the freed up space can be incorporated as commercial 
space that feeds off of Vandalia.  
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FRAMEWORK PLAN

concept diagrams: framework plan development

top (left to right) 1. flood plain map 2. park locations 3. existing structures & nbd
bottom (left to right) 1. land use, simplified 2. [re]development opportunities 3. major streets/points of entry.
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FRAMEWORK PLAN
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FRAMEWORK PLAN

The following describes the various elements associated with our neighborhood framework plan. We pri-
marily focused on the such dynamics in order to achieve a plan that not only effectively balances eco-
nomic, social, and environmental aspects of the two neighborhoods, but also achieves a common linkage 
among them.

NATURAL AREAS: Enhance open spaces and natural features inherent to the neighborhoods through the 
provision of amenities such as bike trails, green corridors, shade structures, etc; promote, establish, and im-
plement sustainable measures with regards to industry, agriculture, building standards, stormwater man-
agement, and natural amenities; create a cohesive network among the area’s many natural areas through 
pedestrian linkages, wayfinding, & landscaping.

URBAN DISTRICTS: Coordinate land uses in a logical and efficient manner by clustering specific usages as 
well as providing buffers between conflicting uses (such as a barrier of trees sheltering residential areas 
from those housing industry or the highways); assure that structures located in each district have access 
to adequate infrastructure or amenities and that their locations do not put them at risk for environmental 
hazards such as flooding, stormwater runoff damage, contaminants/pollutants, etc.

SOCIAL INTERACTION: Provide opportunities for residents and users to engage through the design of 
streetscape, sidewalk, intersection, and bridge connections - for example, the extention of the sidewalk 
allows for the incorporation of outdoor dining, or, the location & design of semi-circular and perpendicular 
seating in appropriate areas encourages interaction among strangers as well as facilitates ease of conver-
sation among groups.

USER EXPERIENCE: Shatter the interstate disconnect between northside & south cumminsville by creating 
a pedestrian-oriented green corridor along the abondoned rail line that currently exists as purely vacant 
or underutilized land; allow this greenway to branch off at strategic locations in the form of small-scale 
corridor extensions, streetscape improvements, signage/wayfinding, & connections to various amenities.

STREETSCAPE & TRANSIT: Create pleasant & experiential opportunities for both vehicular and pedestrian 
traffic by enhancing gateways, providing traffic calming measures, and assuring the proper design and 
maintenance of streets; establish a neighborhood that is oriented primarily towards a pedestrian experi-
ence; create parking facilities that have architectural standards or provide opportunities for multiple uses, 
such as rainwater collection systems, landscaping/permeable pavements, or garages with green roofs.

IDENTITY & VIABILITY: Expand and capitalize upon existing small businesses in order to attract new invest-
ment and a promote viable economic base; encourage the maintenance of housing stock for attraction of 
new residents; encourage a strong correlation between residents & the concept of sustainability. 
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

This project’s scope was created by the South-
west Detroit Business Association in order to 
connect people back to nature, recreation, and 
the inherent culture of the community.  Accord-
ing to the project vision, greenway corridors are 
assets when it comes to attracting and retaining 
quality businesses, workers, and customers.  This 
project helps build upon the relationship of the 
natural systems of the Detroit and Rouge Rivers 
in the area.  This project also brings ties together 
local parks, creating a sense of connectivity, co-
hesion, and community. 

This relates to our project framework plans in that it marries the aspects of nature, recreation, and culture 
and integrates such this unifying element into the communities of Northside and South Cumminsville.  Be-
cause this greenway runs through a similar urban residential area, it is an excellent precedent to observing 
the effects of a greenway within the context of a community.  

southwest detroit & dearborn greenway

source for both images: southwestdetroit.com/community/greenways
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

This project was conducted by USC student as an economic development proposal for an older, run-
down industrial district in Los Angeles.  They looked to promote economic activity in the district that 
would aid in the success of the community.  They focus on environmental stewardship in the area as 
well sustainable developments within the sites.  The main strategies that emphasized in order to create 
this type of district involved the development of eco-industrial parks, the recycling and reinvestment 
of brownfields, education regarding the possibilities of the corridor, as well as the formulation of em-
ployment training centers and placement strategies.

In terms of the process for developing a proposal and plan such as this, Northside and South Cummins-
ville shouldorient their focus at the possibility of industries within the communities to work together 
managing what is waste for one industry to the raw materials of another.  In terms of urban agriculture 
practices that are being proposed for our area,  many natural resources and materials can be used and 
re-used within the context of our district.   Thus, looking to strategies developed by LA’s Community 
Development Comission, such measures that we have proposed throughout our framework plan can 
then be rooted in reality.

community development commission - county of los angeles

source for both images: www.brookings.edu/media

source for both images: southwestdetroit.com/community/greenways
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Duluth is located in Minnesota and is one of many urban agriculture programs within the state.  This com-
munity is on a system of renting 20X20 foot plots of land to an individual group which then is responsible 
for the upkeep and harvesting of the food produced on that plot.  It also has a cannery which helps to use 
food that would otherwise have to be thrown out.  Their 
mission statement “is to strengthen the Duluth area com-
munity and foster self-sufficiency by providing access for 
all to food production and preservation resources and pro-
moting sustainable gardening practices”.  Through this not-
for-profit organization, the community is able not only to 
provide sustianable, clean produce, but also give residents 
within the community a stake in the neighborhood.  This 
concept would be a strong catalyst that stands as readily 
able to integrate an already  well-established farmers’ mar-
ket in Northside.   

duluth community garden program

source for all images: duluthcommunitygarden.org/index.html
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 

portland’s stormwater management program

The city of Portland, Oregon, holds a notable reputation for its well-formulated and well-executed 
urban planning and design practices. Many of the city’s urban regeneration and investment strat-
egies are excellent precedents for the formulation of a “triple bottom line” approach to planning. 
With regards to our framework plan for Northside and South Cumminsville, we observed Portland’s 
unique approach to stormwater management. The area’s system of drainage and stormwater runoff 
is incorporated into a myriad of possibilities, including re-directing stormwater so that it flows over 
existing sculptures (essentially creating a “performance art piece”), creating rainwater gardens from 
abandoned tennis courts, or integrating eco-gardens on the roofs of existing structures, among many 
others (Stormwater as Entertainment, p.1-4). This idea exists as an important element of our frame-
work initiative because it not only provides an interesting element to an area’s infrastructural system, 
but it also has a low environmental impact, creates opportunities for community enhancement and 
engagement, and provides a creative means for the mitigation of water drainage damage in the long 
term. We believe such concepts can be applied to Northside and South Cumminsville to effectively 
balance the neighborhoods’ social, environmental, and economic dynamics.

source for all images: www.stormh2o.com/may-2009/portland-public-education-1.aspx
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